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Urban Forum Reflections
Greetings Colleagues,
Welcome to Spring!
It was such an honor for the Division
of Curriculum, Assessment, and
Instruction to collaborate with the
Department of Staff Development
in hosting the 2019 Urban Forum,
“Cyphers, Circles, and Cerebration:
An Out-of-the-Box Pedagogical
Experience”. Dr. Tyrone C. Howard
gave a riveting keynote speech, and
Griot Brandon Brown taught culturally
relevant history lessons through
combining music and the African
oral tradition of storytelling. There
was a myriad of reflections that were
gathered on the evaluation collection
tool from forum participants that will
serve as the voice of “The Word”
column this month. Although we
are unable to include the numerous
reflections captured, we will highlight
a few that we believe demonstrate the
true essence of the power and learning
outcomes of Urban Forum 2019.
Question: Which session or speaker
were you most pleased with?
Reflections: “I was pleased with all
sessions. I was especially pleased to
listen to the brilliance of our MBK
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leaders and scholars in the culturally
responsive App. session with the MBK
Male Academy”; “Session 2 with
Keynote Speaker Dr. Tyrone Howard
was so inspiring as far as bridging
the gaps that families experience”;
“I thoroughly enjoyed the MadLearn
program and actually speaking to
students while they not only shared
their work but told us about their
personal experiences and raised our
awareness about a social issue affecting
them”; “Parent and Family Courageous
Dialogues, needed to be longer, we
had a great discussion going”; “Griot
Brown, Native American Cerebration,
Dr. Howard, AWESOME!”; “Raising
the Voices of Women with special
guest vocalist”; “Tyrone C. Howard”;

(L to R) Mr. Michael House, Assist. Principal;
Mrs. Giovanna Claudio-Cotto, Assist.
Principal; Mr. Marck Abraham, Principal

CLRT School Spotlight
McKinley High School
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“WE ARE MBK!”

By Mrs. Candace Morales,
CLRT Coordinator

“History of Hip-Hop”; “All were super,
however, I was extremely impressed
by a young man who presented about
his App. that he created on Women’s
Rights”; “I was extremely pleased with
the keynote speaker, he spoke truths
CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO

What a year it has been! We have
finally come to the end of the 20182019 MBK program. Our young
men have matured so much over
the past eight (8) months and we
are so very proud of them. Their
CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE

THE WORD CONTINUED
we all need to hear. I was also really impressed with the MBK Curriculum Snapshot in room 223. The students from #89
and #19 were excellent and their teachers and the materials they shared really showed the power of true student-centered
CLRT”; “The Racial Healing Circle”; “Culturally Responsive App. Development Projects with MadLearn- grades 9-11,
room 325. It was so great to see two previous students today. I’m so glad to learn they are doing well”; “The Keynote
Speaker was powerful. I appreciated the fact that he took the time to use NYS data”; “All sessions were fabulous and
very beneficial”; “The History of Hip-Hop with Niya Sosa and Jason Hall, and the Educational Cypher with Dr. Hunter
and Joelle Rozier”; “The Amistad Curriculum”; “ They were all great, many ideas we can use”.

Question: What kind of speakers or sessions would you like to see next year?
Reflections: “Sessions on mental health issues in our schools”; “More Latino/Hispanic Speakers to get a different
perspective, especially considering the political climate of the day”; “More student driven experiences-very powerful!”;
“Math curriculum representation”; “Local History/ People of Color Impact”; “Former BPS students who could relate
their experiences while in the BPS Schools, did it effect how they learned, I would love to know how they felt”; “More
Buffalo related relevance to history of the people who made our area what it is today”; “It would be great to partner with
successful African Americans, maybe invite Jesse Martin, former BPS student”; “I would like to continue to have a focus
on the Arts”; “Students presenting their experiences”; “I would like to see more presentations from teachers and students
who have found ways to create brave spaces for authentic, student-centered curriculum inside their own classrooms or
clubs. Many schools have clubs or organizations working with kids to provide the engaging, relevant, experiences needed
to help them be students for social justice. Also, how do teachers use the existing curriculum and BPS Instructional
Priorities to create a CLRT environment and increase student engagement?”.
Question: What actionable items will you implement immediately as a result of today’s sessions?
Reflections: “Share information that I learned with other teachers”; “I love the Hip-Hop incorporated into the Language
Arts sessions”; “I am trying to think about how to incorporate Hip-Hop into RTI time, more than just Flocabulary”;
“Empower women activities and resources”; “Amistad Curriculum”; “I am definitely going to expand my reading library,
I now have a lot to read”; “Taking what happened before students get to school into account on a daily basis”; “I will
share the ‘Mood’ activity from History of Hip-Hop session”; “History through entertainment”; “Increase actions around
restorative practices and trauma informed care”; “I will bring my knowledge of the Amistad Curriculum Resource back
to my Social Studies colleagues”; “ 1) Listen more attentively to my students, 2) Reconsider adapting lessons to include
historically relevant information”; “Continue my work with teachers to support them in meeting not only academic needs
but social and emotional needs of our students as well”; “Looking at student behavior not as something that needs to
be corrected but something that has a reason and that reason has to be understood”; “Hip-Hop pedagogy exercise with
analysis of rap lyrics”; “Bring back the rules of peace”; “Using Hip-Hop in the classroom and afterschool program, I think
the Hip-Hop Language Arts text used by MBK is Amazing! I’d love to see more materials like this across the District”;
“I believe all schools could create programs similar to MBK and Our Story or other similar mentoring programs”.
Question: Did you receive information that will help you in your personal and professional life?
If so, please share briefly.
Reflections: “The data charts reinforced that we must find better ways to develop the potential of all of our students”; “I
heard the message that said if the children don’t learn, we need to find better ways to teach”; “I have read some of White
Fragility. I would like to read the entire book. The student C.C. that I met from Puerto Rico truly inspired me today”;
“Dr. Tyrone Howard reinforced that you need to always give students your best and encourage them to do well because
you never know what they will become because of your encouragement”; The books suggested I believe will help me
be a better person as well as a better teacher”; “Yes, life happens to all of us, no matter how old”; “It was great to see
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students presenting today. I also learned a strategy-learning tool to share with my teachers, POLLEV.COM from the Native
American presentation”; “Helping me understand all aspects of cultures”; “What I learned today will help me make more
lessons more relevant”; “Make more connections in our work to the importance of respecting and honoring race”; “I would
definitely be more aware of the differences in my students and how they react to situations and how they learn”; “Yes,
very inspired by the day overall as to how rich, varied, and valuable peoples culture is, I want to hear their stories”; “The
topics presented today brought to light many of the struggles and obstacles our students face. Hopefully discussing these
things will help us be more empathetic to our students and families and guide us to solutions not more obstacles”; “Yes,
I learned about graduation rate, suspension rate, of Blacks, Latinos, and Whites, very sad”; “Removing colorblindness,
helping raise the literacy rate, 3 out of 10 are illiterate. Hip-Hop pedagogy at Ivy League schools, incorporating Hip-Hop
Education, Great, B.A.T.T.L.E.S”; “Yes, getting parents more involved on a personal level”; “How to use out-of-thebox-instruction to connect our young leaders to things in society. Build relationships and bring out our scholars’ natural
creativity”; “Yes, in the working session with Dr. Howard, I realized that to feel overwhelmed by the ‘situation’ (his word)
of some of our students is one of the struggles teachers have. We are not here to save students, but we are here to teach
them to work together with us to effect social change and to solve the root problems of their ‘situation’ through education”.
Question: What key concepts most resonated with you today?
Reflections: “School Yard Rap, Our Story Tour, enjoyed lunch program, very engaging, especially for the students,
great way of teaching and learning Black and Latino history and pride”; “I am full in a great way”; “Really cannot say
enough about the Keynote Speaker, he was so inspirational”; “Keynote Speaker, very informative and true, great job at
covering issues with Buffalo Schools, poverty, abuse and education itself”; “Tyrone C. Howard”; “The Keynote Speaker
brought to light the inequalities of the city’s educational experience for different races-need to change the system so we
are addressing these inequalities”; “People are deeply layered and interesting, including my students”; “We need to have
more discussions with parents, teachers, and administrators, we also need to begin recruiting more African American
males to become teachers and administrators. Why not start in our own schools, a teaching program at the high schools?”;
“Understanding backgrounds and circumstances helps us understand behavior, if students are not learning, we are not
teaching”; “Putting everything together for keeping it real, breaking it down to help students and teachers connect”; “Let
students explain themselves-don’t assume, everybody reacts for a reason, we never know the whole story”; “We need to
find ways to reach and teach, that is our job and our responsibility”; “The whole day was amazing!”; “We as educators
need to continue and never give up on our students, we need to love them and nurture them while they are in our care
for 6-8 hours per day”; “People of color have a strong voice and have a lot to contribute, but we have to do more so their
voices can be heard”; “We must acknowledge racism, there is no such thing as being colorblind. We need to really get
to know our kids through relationship building”; “It’s not good enough to have some children be successful, we need
to find ways to help all children succeed”; “The idea that student engagement begins with positive student and family
relationships, and that once the foundation of care has been established and kids’ basic needs are being met, only then
can they flourish and attain their goals.
Thank you to each and every one of you for your bravery, openness, and willingness to engage in a myriad of pedagogical
experiences and professional learning that may have pushed your growing edge and stretched your intellectual understandings.
As it is through our collective contributions, enthusiasm, inspirations, and efforts, that the equity work of the District and
the tenets of the Education Bargain are realized and moved forward for the educational success of all of our students.
Thank you,
Dr. Fatima Morrell
Guardian of Equity
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SPOTLIGHT CONTINUED
On behalf of McKinley High School, it was a prestigious honor to host our My Brother’s Keeper (MBK) program for
the second year in a row. The young men in this program are truly amazing. My heart and mind are full of inspiring
memories and experiences from the growth and maturity of our young men. I had the opportunity to see young men

enter the program as shy 7th graders and transform into leaders. I had an opportunity to work on the development of the
MBK Creed and witnessed its impact on our young men as they not only recited it each week, but embodied the values
of what it actually meant to be their Brother’s Keeper.
President Obama began this initiative throughout the country with the hope that this program would increase mentorship, reduce violent behaviors and increase graduation rates among young men of color. I believe this program continues
to embody the promise that President Obama made to our young men of color. This program demonstrates that the
Buffalo Schools value all of their students, especially young men of color. This population continues to have academic
deficiencies, but this program is changing that narrative.
In addition to hosting MBK this year, we also had an opportunity to participate in the “Our Story Research Project”. The
Our Story program engages students in research and analysis of the often misrepresented and misunderstood cultural
and historical narrative of the African American, Native American and Latino populations.
Throughout the course of the program, students have been involved in culturally and linguistically responsive activities
that centered on hip hop literacy, social justice issues, and activism. Students started the year studying the critically
acclaimed novel “The Hate U Give” by Angie Thomas. Students were given the opportunity to view “The Hate U Give”
movie at the Regal Cinemas and see the award winning Hip Hop Broadway musical “Hamilton” at Shea’s Performing
Arts Center. Our Story students attended literacy development workshops lead by Dr. Hunter, professor of Urban Studies
at Buffalo State College. In these workshops students analyzed text from the “The Hate U Give” novel, and used hip hop
lyrics to explore social justice issues that have affected them and/ or their communities. The workshops culminated in
the creation of powerful micro- poems describing issues facing Buffalo teens and suggesting solutions for change. Our
Story students have become advocates for social justice and have created computer applications using the MadLearn
technological platform to educate people on the social justice issue of their choosing.
Lastly, we would like to thank our Board Members, Dr. Cash, Dr. Morrell, Mr. Soler, all of the Teachers, and Parents
that worked hard to ensure the success of both programs. These great initiatives are not possible without everyone
working together. It truly takes a village to raise a child. I’m proud to see the growth of both programs. My hope is to see
more programs like MBK and Our Story Project expand further into every high school within Buffalo Public Schools.
Nevertheless, please know that My Brother’s Keeper Male Academy and The Our Story Research Project will always
have a home here at Mack High! We remember Our Story, and we are our Brother’s Keeper!
Sincerely,
Marck Abraham
Kudos to Principal Abraham and the entire McKinley High School community for a job well done in implementing and
hosting two of our District’s Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Initiatives! Team work makes the dream work.
We are so very proud of you all!!!
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MBK CONTINUED
growth brought consistent recognition from Superintendent Cash to the NYS Department
of Education. From billboards in our great city to weekly tweets from the Commissioner,
MBK Buffalo was making such great news that we became the standard for all other New
York State school districts that either has the program already implemented or desire to
implement one. Under the great visionary and strong direction of Assistant Superintendent,
Dr. Fatima Morrell, our young men are changing the narrative for their generation. They
have personally adopted the MBK Creed and have demonstrated each declaration on multilevels. Our program delivered a balanced curriculum that not only challenged our scholars
to think critically but it was delivered by effective educators that demonstrated a genuine
passion to educate; to produce life-long learners that see the importance in what they’re learning, as well as the value of
continuing to pursue knowledge beyond MBK.
Through the study of the Hip-Hop
culture, scholars learned how to use
their gifts and talents through reading
and writing as well as the arts to bring
voice to Generation Z. Our MBK
scholars have dissected and analyzed
literature from various generations,
motion pictures, current events, and
even personal happenings to obtain a
better knowledge and understanding of the world they live in and how to successfully execute resolution.
Our grand finale of the program took place just last month. First, our young men
showed up and showed out from all angles at the 2019 Urban Forum. We had our
MBK drummers in their blue MBK tee-shirts using their gift of music to bring the
familiar sounds of the Mother Land. Each drummer expressed the very rhythm of
their souls as they released each sound into the atmosphere, attracting everyone’s ear
and causing them to feel the natural uniformity of humanity. With our drummers,
we had scholars reciting the MBK Creed. They declared each line with conviction
showing that this is what they truly believe and strive to live day in and day out.
We then had other scholars in classrooms in their white collar shirts and blue MBK
ties delivering a technology presentation. Each young man presented his very own
MAD-Learn App. Their apps, designed on their cell phones illustrated their culture, their history, and the social justice
concerns for which they have dedicated themselves to raising their voices. They were an impressive body of intellect!
We brought closure to this year’s program with our Family Culmination Ceramony at
McKinley High School. We were graced with words of inspiration and strength from
esteemed Board Member Sharon Belton-Cottman and our Keynote, the Deputy Director of
Public Transit, Mr. James K. Morrell. Parents, families, and friends celebrated the MBK
scholars and program as numerous congratulations, job well done, can’t wait for next year,
and this is the best program, circulated for hours. Thank you goes to all MBK Teachers for a
job well done. Thank you to Principal Abraham for his partnership and generous hospitality
in hosting the MBK program. Again, we thank Dr. Morrell for her exceptional leadership
on another great year! She is truly the mastermind behind it all!
Though the year has ended, the work for next year has already begun. We will work smarter,
build higher, and grow bigger. It only gets better!
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Music Department News
Mr. James Schwanz, Supervisor

As the pledge concluded, the Color Guard waited at
attention, and the audience stood silently, the Hutch
Tech Select Chorus swiftly made their way to the
front of East High School’s auditorium pit. Director
Lauriann Stephan buzzed a low hum through her pitch
pipe, students internalized the performance key, drew
in a deep breath and began to sing the “Star Spangled
Banner.” In respectful anticipation, the audience
listened intently to the consonant and dissonant
harmonies of the second year chorus as they echoed
the sacred lyrics of our nation’s anthem. As the last
line of the anthem proclaimed our nation as “the land
of the free and the home of the brave,” the crowd
roared and celebrated the magnificent performance.
As the crowd quieted for the next performance, the
pinnacle of morning’s musical presentations, “Lift
Every Voice and Sing,” began echoing through the
packed auditorium.
Originally written as a poem by James Weldon
Johnson and eventually set to music by his brother,
John Rosamond Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and
Sing” was adopted by the NAACP as its official
song and is often referred to as the Black National
Anthem. Although, we traditionally commence
our BPS special events with just the first verse, the
lyrics quickly remind us not only of the struggles
and triumphs of a nation who once enslaved its own
people, but of hope for a future where bigotry and
racial inequality no longer exist:
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us,
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us,
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun
Let us march on till victory is won.
As our guest artists Amario Marshall and Samariea Matthews, both seniors at Hutch Tech High School performed the
inspirational lyrics and melody of the Johnson brothers, “Lift Every Voice and Sing,” audience members were moved
to clap, cheer and celebrate. With their voices lifted to every corner of the auditorium, the duet paid homage to a song
that Shana Redmond, a professor at UCLA said, “To sing this song is to revive that past…. It allows us to acknowledge
all of the brutalities and inhumanities and dispossession that came with enslavement, that came with Jim Crow, that
comes still today with disenfranchisement, police brutality, dispossession of education and resources…. [It] also too
recognizes, as the lyrics of the song reveal, that there is a hopeful future that might come of it.
When the duet finished the audience erupted into a thunderous celebration, some in the crowd whistled, some wept,
some cheering, and others in awe. Regardless of each individual’s response to the performance, at that moment, we
were all united. In our hearts and minds we were focused and primed for a day of learning how we can continue to be
agents of change and address social justice issues. Lyrically, “Lift Every Voice and Sing” reminds us of the suffering
and obstacles of the past. However, it also reminds us that together, with optimism, freedom, perseverance, courage and
faith we will see a brighter future as long as we continue to believe that something can and will change.
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Parent Proud

PARENT AND FAMILY COURAGEOUS DIALOGUES
Dr. Ramona Reynolds, Instructional Specialist

This year’s 2019 Urban Forum - Circles,
Cyphers & Cerebration - created a unique space
for parent leaders Ms. TuWanner Cleveland, Dr.
Wendy Mistretta, and Mr. Desmond Nalls, to
engage stakeholders in transitioning from safe to
courageous dialogue during four dynamic breakout
sessions entitled: Parent and Family Courageous
Dialogues.
Parents, administrators, teachers, community
members, and students gleaned data that revealed
disproportionate graduation, suspension and special
education placement rates. Following the data
review, participants focused on the critical needs
of students of color and were asked to consider
the necessary supports to increase academic
achievement as well as address those obstacles
impacting increased parental involvement. There were a range of responses including the perennial: increase funding and
programming (to enhance achievement) to provide transportation and interpreters (to increase parental involvement).
Ideas also teetered upon the out-of-the-box pedagogical thinking that the Urban Forum encouraged. For example, one
participant suggested that curricula reflect the predominant student demographic of the school. Another participant
challenged that regardless of the
school’s
demographic,
because
approximately 80 percent of the
district’s student enrollment data
reflect people of color, primary
curricula, in every school, should
be inclusive of works by and about
people of color.
In another session, a discussion ensued
regarding low parent participation
rates at Parent Teacher Conferences.
One participant speculated that low
rates may be attributed to the structure
of most conferences.
“Most Parent Teacher Conferences
are useless for parents of struggling
students. When those parents do
show up, they enter the room and
are barraged with a litany of missed
work, misbehaviors, and other missed opportunities. There is seldom any positive feedback which causes those parents
to leave the school feeling even more hopeless than when they entered.”
Overall, a healthy dialogue ensued during each session! Stakeholders appreciated the varied perspectives and are hopeful
for additional opportunities for cross-collaboration.
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Science Department News
Kelly Baudo, Director

“For young learners, science is just an extension of their everyday world. We don’t have to teach young
children how to wonder, discover, and explore through play because they do it naturally.”
Steve Spangler-- teacher, speaker, author, and Emmy-award winning television personality
In a world filled with the products of scientific inquiry, scientific literacy has become a necessity for everyone.
Everyone needs to use scientific information to make choices that arise every day. Everyone needs to be
able to engage intelligently in public discourse and debate about important issues that involve science and
technology. And everyone deserves to share in the excitement and personal fulfillment that can come from
understanding and learning about the natural world. (National Research Council, 1996, p. 1)

Science, technology, engineering and math education, commonly called STEM- will play
an important role in the ability of U.S. students to compete worldwide. In many PreK-12
school districts a disparity has emerged between students of color and white students with
regard to overall performance in science education, particularly among schools that are
located in urban areas. The emergence of a disparity between students of color an White
students has resulted in a significant increase in the level of scrutiny and research that has
been aimed at national and state approaches to education (Thomas & Stevenson, 2009).
The vast majority of those who achieve academic excellence in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics are Caucasian males, as they represent over
three quarters of the associated population. This statistic has brought a very compelling
conclusion to light that will be particularly useful as the U. S. continues to harbor growing
concerns over persistent talent shortages in science related fields. This conclusion and
startling realization is that women and People of Color represent a virtually untapped
resource that are extremely underrepresented within the various fields of science, from
either an academic or professional perspective (Burke & Mattis, 2007). Those within
academics and science have already begun to embrace this realization as they rush to
modify education policies and curriculum to raise awareness and encourage scientific
interest in women and other culturally diverse groups. The general belief is that enhancing
education and training opportunities for women and People of Color will enable the United
States to minimize or eliminate the significant waste that is taking place by overlooking this
untapped resource for talent while a particularly severe talent shortage remains ongoing
(Burke & Mattis, 2007).
Data indicates that by the year 2020, People of Color that are currently underrepresented in
scientific fields are expected to constitute nearly 32% of the population within the United
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States, a percentage that will ultimately outstrip that of Caucasian males in the U. S., which
is anticipated to be just over 30% (Nelson & Brammer, 2010). These statistics clearly
indicate that greater emphasis must be placed on developing proactive plans for facilitating
increased participation of students of color in science professions, particularly during the
coming years. As such, these plans need to be developed and implemented as quickly as
possible because it will take time for the changes to affect the desired change throughout
and across all levels of science and engineering related academia (Nelson & Brammer,
2010).
Specific areas of emphasis that have been identified through research study as important to
ensure effective change, particularly with regard to enhanced proficiency for Black and Brown students and improved
performance in STEM related fields include:
• Parental involvement and support (Museus, Palmer, & Davis,
2011)
• The availability of bilingual education;
• Culturally relevant pedagogy;
• Early exposure to STEM fields;
• Interest in STEM careers;
• Self-efficacy in STEM subjects;
• STEM opportunity and support programs (Museus, Palmer, &
Davis, 2011).
In order to achieve greater participation in STEM and Science
for all of our students in the Buffalo City School District; during
the month of March, the science department focused on engaging
our students and teachers in science and STEM events. Teachers
received training in hands-on science lessons and coding from
Code.org and Thimble. Students participated in Science Exploration Day at the University of Buffalo, Science Olympiad
competitions, Science congress and Science fairs. We closed out the month with our fifth annual Genome Day for 8th
grade students.
Genome day; More than 400 8th-graders from across the District
converged at the Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences.
UB students and staff, under the leadership of Dr. Sandra Small and Dr.
Norma Nowak, lead the 8th-graders in extracting their DNA and placing
it in a wearable vial. The middle school students worked in small groups
to create their own personal vial — holding their very own DNA — to
take home. Students are always fascinated to become part of their own
science experiment! Following their DNA extraction students attended
a lecture series based on the Human Influence on Animal Genetics.
Students were introduced to many genetically modified animals.
With a steadily increasing number of STEM opportunities in the
workplace, it is paramount that opportunities are not lost to engage children in the sciences. Early-childhood education
is a perfect time to introduce future generations to the joys of scientific discovery. Addressing the lack of rich scientific
discovery in primary schools is an excellent start at ensuring we have a
full, diverse population of STEM innovators for the future.
There is a need to focus on science in the early childhood classrooms
based on a number of factors currently affecting the early childhood
community. First, the growing understanding and recognition of
the power of children’s early thinking and learning. Research and
practice suggest that children have a much greater potential to learn
than previously thought, and therefore early childhood settings should
provide richer and more challenging environments for learning. In
these environments, guided by skillful teachers, children’s experiences
in the early years can have significant impact on their later learning.
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In addition, science may be a particularly important domain in early childhood, serving not only to build a basis for
future scientific understanding but also to build important skills and attitudes for learning. A recent publication from the
National Research Council supports this argument:
Children who have a broad base of experience in domain-specific knowledge (for example,
in mathematics or an area of science) move more rapidly in acquiring more complex
skills…. Because these [mathematics and science] are “privileged domains,” that is,
domains in which children have a natural proclivity to learn, experiment, and explore,
they allow for nurturing and extending the boundaries of the learning in which children
are already actively engaged. Developing and extending children’s interest is particularly
important in the preschool years, when attention and self-regulation are nascent abilities.
(Bowman, Donovan, & Burns, 2001, pp. 8-9)

This growing understanding of the value of science in early education comes
at a time when the number and diversity of children in child care settings and
the number of hours each child spends in such settings is increasing. Growing
numbers of children live in poverty. More and more grow up in single-parent
homes and homes in which both parents work. Media have become commonplace
in the lives of the very young. Thus, experiences that provide direct manipulation
of and experience with objects, materials, and phenomena, such as playing in
the sink, raising a pet, or going to the playground are less likely to occur in the
home. More and more, it is in the early childhood classroom where this kind
of experience with the natural world must take place, allowing all children to build experiences in investigation and
problem solving and the foundation for understanding basic science concepts.
Based on the research related to Science
and STEM in early childhood, the Science
Department will be providing full day
training to teachers or Pre-Kindergarten
during the month of March. Teachers will
become familiar with the New York State
Science Learning Standards (NYSSLS) and
phenomena based instruction. Teachers will
explore and engage in many science kit based
activities that will be able to use with their
students and at student centers to allow for
exploration and play.
High-quality elementary science education is
essential for establishing a sound foundation
of learning in later grades, instilling a wonder
of and enthusiasm for science that lasts a
lifetime, and in addressing the critical need
for a well-informed citizenry and society.
The National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA) recognizes the importance of
effective elementary science education and
recommends the involvement of all education
stakeholders to provide effective and
equitable instruction, materials, environment,
and opportunities so that all students may
succeed.
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Mathematics Department News
JaDawn Wagstaff, Director & Dalphne Bell, Supervisor

MATH “Without mathematics, there’s nothing you can do. Everything around you is mathematics.
Everything around you is numbers.” - Shakuntala Devi

Mathematics and Statistics Awareness Month
April 1 – April 30

“Mathematics Awareness Month began in 1986 with a proclamation by President Ronald Reagan, who believed the
application of math is indispensable in such fields as medicine, computer sciences, space exploration, the skilled trades,
business, defense and government. Yet, despite the increasing importance of mathematics to the progress of our economy
and society, enrollment in mathematics programs has been declining at all levels of the American educational system.”
https://www.envisionexperience.com/blog/mathematics-awareness-month
“Since it began … the aim has been to increase the level of interest in the study of mathematics and also increase the
level of public understanding and appreciation for the wide range of applications for mathematics in fields as diverse as
manufacturing, business and medicine.
In 1999 Mathematics Awareness Week became Mathematics Awareness Month and then in 2017 statistics were
incorporated to make Mathematics and Statistics Awareness Month, the aim being to celebrate the diverse students and
researchers in both fields and raise awareness of both areas of study and their relevance in modern life.”
https://www.awarenessdays.com/awareness-days-calendar/mathematics-and-statistics-awareness-month-2019/
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, math jobs are projected to grow 28% from 2014 to 2024, resulting in about
42,900 new jobs, as businesses and government agencies continue to emphasize the use of big data. As of May 2014,
math occupations had a median annual wage of $80,270, significantly higher than the median annual wage for jobs in
general.
Pursuing the study of math is a good way for your students to not only ensure themselves of a good job, but also to
increase their potential to positively impact our nation’s economy and the lives of future generations.”
https://www.envisionexperience.com/blog/mathematics-awareness-month

Students of color in the Mathematics classroom
Research shows that in the media, young people are often portrayed as uninterested in school, but Black and Latino
urban students are even more negatively portrayed (Walker, ASCD 2014). This likely correlates to some teachers’ low
expectations of Black and Latino students in mathematics. It is important to showcase the brilliance of students of color
to our young mathematicians in the Buffalo Public School District so they can see their own potential.
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Last month, the BPS mathematics department hosted our annual
Middle School Math League Banquet where we announced
our top scoring school and three highest scoring middle
school students in the contest. The top scoring student in each
building was also recognized. Two of the top three students, out
of approximately 160 students that participated in the contest,
were siblings and students of color. Many of the top scorers
in the building were also students of color. As a community,
it is important that we not only publically praise the athletic
abilities of our students, but also recognize the perseverance
and academic achievements of our city’s youth.
For all students, but especially students of color, we need
to positively engage them in mathematics instruction by giving them time to
productively struggle with math problems. Only teaching students steps to solve in
math is robbing them of the problem solving, and application aspects that get kids
hooked. Below you will find competition math problems to share with students.

Have fun with your students… engage in some productive struggle!!!
Competition problems from the Math Awareness Month Competition
University of Kansas, Department of Mathematics
2018 for 3rd-5th Grades
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2018 for 6th-8th Grades
2018 for 9th-12th Grades

Map of Mathematics Poster
By Dominic Walliman
All of mathematics summarized in one poster
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Global Scholars News
Pam Littere, Instructional Technology Coach

In the Buffalo Public Schools there are approximately 900 sixth and
seventh grade students enrolled in the Global Scholars program.
Global Scholars provides students the opportunity to collaborate
with their peers from 50 cities in 25 different countries around the
world to address a global concern. This year’s topic is the “World
of Water.” Each classroom is paired with 8 to 10 other classes from
different cities to work together and examine current water issues,
share local commonalities, and work to solve world-wide water
problems. Global Scholars participants acquire appreciation for
diversity, global knowledge and challenges, digital literacy, and
problem-solving skills.
Currently, students are investigating the relationship of how our
actions in Buffalo can impact the water security around the world.
Students are realizing how the decisions of city leadership have positive or negative effects on the water in other cities
around the world.
Students are learning about water issues in Buffalo by collecting data from their
classmates, and school and local community members through a survey. The data
will be examined, and infographics will be created to display the most prevalent
water concerns in our area. The infographics will be shared with cities around the
world. Our students in turn will be able to view infographics posted by peers in
other cities. They will be able to compare and determine what water challenges are
faced in other areas.
You can help the students with this process by completing the survey. It consists of
questions to determine the most relevant water issues in our area and to see what changes individuals are most willing
to undertake. On the survey you can also share any steps that you have already taken to help with water issues. Please
click the following link to access the survey:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=nNCgtVioaUS_
aFWqCu5g2gGau_p94WREk-lMDwWj8w5UM0NVMUJHWlhNVDBZRlpNRz
E3OEhVSDNIVi4u
The research and data collected will lead students to develop possible solutions
to help create sustainable plans to address local water problems. Each Global
Scholars classroom will apply what they learn to design a community action project
to improve a water issue in our area. Students would also appreciate it if you can
share any community connections that you may have to help with their projects.
Ultimately, students will understand how they can make a difference in their own
community and what impact their actions have globally.
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Research from the Field
An Analysis of Lisa Delpit’s Book,

“Multiplication is for White People” Raising Expectations for Other People’s Children Chapter 7
Nicole Buccilli, District Data Coach

“Students who are members of a group stigmatized and oppressed
by the larger society have to learn to think for themselves.
Otherwise, they will forever be victims of that society’s whims”
(p. 126), writes Lisa Delpit in Chapter 7: “Picking Up the Broom:
Demanding Critical Thinking.” In the traditional sense of
education in America, a “well-managed” classroom looked like
students sitting in rows, quiet, with the teacher lecturing from the
front of the room. But, as Delpit states, “The ‘busyness’ of seat
work allows for the appearance of the ‘control’ that many schools
in poor communities ask of their teachers, whether any learning
is occurring or not” (pp. 123-124). The key word in that quote is
“appearance.” Looks can be deceiving and a quiet, “controlled”
classroom does not necessarily mean students are engaged.
So what does it look like when students are thinking for
themselves? Lisa Delpit embarks on a thorough discussion of the
importance and urgency of implementing teaching methods for
encouraging students to think for themselves, along with weaving
in examples of what effective teachers are doing in their own
classrooms. Strong connections can be made with our District’s
own high-leverage CLRT strategies, including the strategies of
Rigorous Instruction & High Expectations for All and Culturally
Inclusive Classrooms. The following examples of what teachers
who demand critical thinking do regularly, as listed by Educator
Martin Haberman, directly relate to our strategies (pp. 133-134):
• Students are involved with applying ideas such as fairness, equity, or justice to their world
• Students are directly involved in a real-life experience
• Students are asked to think about an idea in a way that questions common sense or a widely accepted assumption that
relates new ideas to ones learned previously or that applies an idea to the problems of living
• Students are involved in reflecting on their own lives and how they have come to believe and feel as they do
This year’s Urban Forum: Circles, Cyphers, & Cerebration, held on March 19th, truly embodied the essence of Chapter
7. From the very beginning of the Forum, a stark contrast between typical conferences and classroom settings could be
felt. Griot Brandon Brown’s Hip-Hop performance set the tone for the day—with his music, beat, lyrics, it was evident
that the day was going to be engaging. While the music was the draw, the lyrics were where true learning took place.
Griot Brown’s lyrics, along with many other Hip-Hop artists, are the perfect springboard for incorporating critical
thinking activities into lessons. Many of these songs can be used to question commonly learned facts about our history,
consider multiple perspectives, and highlight Black, Latino, and Native American history that are commonly ignored in
history books. They are also a great way to form connections with students and engage them in lessons, as this is one
way for creating a classroom environment where they feel their culture is valued and incorporated into the educational
setting.
This month’s article opened with a quote from Lisa Delpit, “Students who are members of a group stigmatized and
oppressed by the larger society have to learn to think for themselves. Otherwise, they will forever be victims of that
society’s whims.” How can this quote be connected to the following excerpt from Griot Brown’s song, “Please Rise”?
I’m tryna help us Rise out these systems of oppression
My people need to Rise, that’s why I’m always stressing’
I wanna see us Rise out their HIStory lessons
This is OurStory Rise up and get this blessing
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Because in school we learn us half-truths,
Or nothing ‘bout our past at all
We never learn we ruled the court,
I aint talking basketball
We were kings and queens, merchants
Innovators making things
Doctors, lawyers, warriors,
Every “IST” we made every “Y”
astrology, geology, philosophIST we taught the Greeks
But all they ever teach our kids is slavery and Dr. King
How may these lyrics shift your own mindset in how history is taught? What is one thing you can do right now to
incorporate culturally responsive critical thinking skills into your own educational practice?
Sources:
Brown, Brandon (2018). Please Rise. On OURStory [CD]. Produced by DraftBeatz.
Delpit, Lisa (2012). “Multiplication is for White People” Raising Expectations for Other People’s Children. New York:
The New Press.
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Urban Forum 2019: The Impact on English Language Learners
By: Shauna McMahon

Members of the Division of Multilingual Education truly enjoyed participating in the 2019 Urban Forum. Each of the
highly esteemed speakers were engaging. Topics included: creating engaging common-core aligned lessons, examining
the way students are disciplined (is it culturally responsive?), changing the rate at which African American students
are being suspended, changing the rate at which students are being identified as needing Special Education services,
teaching the history of our students in a culturally responsive way, and creating brave spaces for discussion surrounding
race and equity.
In his keynote breakout session, Dr. Tyrone C. Howard engaged his audience in a discussion regarding the ways we
are meeting the needs of our students, especially those who are experiencing trauma. How do we know if a student is
homeless? What types of supports are we providing? How do we know what a child is experiencing at home? How
might this be affecting his or her time at school? The simple answer to these questions: know your students. Truly get to
know the children and invest in them as human beings; love them! Learn the correct pronunciation of their name(s), their
ethnicity and where they come from. Additionally, gather information about their experiences, struggles and educational
background. Learn about their home language; is it a written or solely spoken language? Bring their culture and language
into the classroom and show them you value them! This sentiment holds true for all students. You have the ability to
make a difference in the lives of the children in front of you every single day. Our children should see themselves in the
school and classroom environment, in what we teach, as well as how we teach it.
In the same breakout session, Dr. Howard described how literacy is the key to promoting reading success. This was quite
reaffirming, as Buffalo Schools has been building the capacity of coaches district-wide this year in LETRS (Language
Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling). As coaches, we are thrilled with the impact the LETRS Training
will have on our teachers and students. As we become more knowledgeable regarding literacy, we become stronger
advocates for our students who deserve the very best instruction! In addition, Stand-Alone English as a New Language
classes across the district are implementing a framework that focuses on teaching literacy in an engaging, motivating
way through the use of the IRLA assessment, Foundational Skills Toolkit and independent reading. This framework
aligns with Dr. Howard’s vision of the literacy instruction our students need. The components that must be taught
explicitly and systematically are: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. Without all of
these components, students will not be able to exceed their full reading potential.
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SOCIAL JUSTICE BRAVE SPACE
Watch Being Black by Jane Elliott: https://vimeo.com/327827663
What would it be like if you actually were placed in the shoes of the oppressed? The poverty strickened? The medically
deprived? The educationally neglected? What would life have been like, had you grown up on the opposite side of
this world that is governed by generational systemic racism? Right now, in 2019, in America, in Buffalo, there are
multi-layered systems in place to deliberately disadvantage certain groups and classes of people, the most vulnerable,
our children. Our capacity for social injustices continues to increase in our country with no real change, especially
for the least fortunate. How long can we exist under these inevitable conditions of corporate hatred, habitual lies, and
systematic slavery? Those who will not stand up for social justice issues, by default side with the perpetrator(s). This
social justice brave space serves to bring consistent light to the on-going issues that continue to decapitate the head of
this country from its body. What are we doing America? What are we doing Buffalo? The hidden agendas by way of
inequities and inequalities are no longer hidden.
Take this next video Child Traumatized by Classroom Presentation: https://vimeo.com/327813983, where we can
conclude that this type of behavior (by the teacher) is the root cause for disproportionate outcomes in school districts.
We are not called to “mock” the cultural traumas of our students in the name of history, but to heal by way of building
their intellectual confidence. Are we so divided, or ignorant for that matter, that we are culturally insensitive even to
children? How often are acts like these taking place in our schools? We cannot verbalize deceptive words of blame
when we continue to bind and shackle equity and accountability. What are BPS students lacking that other surrounding
districts are rendering to produce more college and career
ready scholars?
This video demonstrates that the work of a culturally and
linguistically responsive teaching is priority. CLRT is the
foundation of a true education because it will re-shape behavior,
ultimately transforming our land and rendering a society that
is accepting of all people. A CLRT infrastructure will not
only drive out cultural insensitivity, but it will cultivate a true
commitment to equity and excellence, conclusively preparing
students to join, compete, and contribute responsibly in a
global society that is more than acquainted with their identity,
but values multi-cultural integration. We must establish
Flint water crisis turns skin condition into daily pain for resident
practices within our society, especially in our school systems
that exhibit and confirm that we as a collective, unified body,
affirm our students, our children, and our families. After all, family is the foundation and success of society and we,
as practitioners of education know that how we affect our students is the way we affect our families. This is taking on
true educational responsibility, providing academic careers where students’ intellects are acknowledged, grown, and
confirmed. This is what produces scholars that become agents of change. What disappointment and disservice has
been rendered to countless generations of children because of a lack of cultural competence and lack of determination
to destroy the infrastructures that maintain the status quo.
We must invest in our students to even fight for things such as environmental social justice. Below, is a recent article
on the continuing case of the water crisis in Flint, Michigan. Because of this crisis, there has been a horrifying increase
in fetal deaths and miscarriages, cognitive deficiencies, increased antisocial behavior, lower educational attainment,
and a host of problems affecting the brain, kidneys and liver. This is a direct target of affliction on those who need
the help of the government for survival. Now, because of the government, new ailments and diseases are crippling
the least fortunate, as you will read in the article. This is unacceptable, that those in power are able to deliberately
and systematically exterminate by way of “legally” leaking plagues and even murder. These ancient systems of secret
diabolical practices to erase a people deemed unnecessary by the “powers that be”, and even to utterly destroy any
remnant of that people is worth our fight for social justice. It’s worth breaking our silence, pushing past fear, even
pushing past our privileges. http://photos.mlive.com/4466/gallery/flint_water_crisis_turns_skin_/index.html
This fight is not one-dimensional. In the next article, a Pennsylvania Judge is sentenced for being a practitioner in the
field of systematic racism by illegally sentencing juveniles. Here, is a clear case of oppression by abuse of power. This
is another reason why education, and not just any education but a CLRT education is vital. Our youth must know that
though there are people who abuse their power, they have the direct power to compose their own lives. When students
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see themselves as valuable and not as second class citizens, they
help to create a better society. What if one of our students desires
to enter the legal world? Surely, they must have the educational
confidence to do so and the awareness of corruption in that
field so that they too can make a decision to not be a part of the
problem, but the solution. https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2011/08/11/139536686/pa-judge-sentenced-to-28-years-inmassive-juvenile-justice-bribery-scandal
Pa. Judge Sentenced To 28 Years in
Massive Juvenile Justice Bribery Scandal

What about those that seek and act on behalf of the solution and not the problem? In this last article, we see a young
man in authority terminated because he refused to shoot a young black man. He used wisdom as he understood that
he was dealing with another human being. His colleagues took it upon themselves to override his judgment and did
shoot the young black man to death. In this brave space, let’s call a spade a spade! This is a common story in
America that has to stop. African-Americans are here and they deserve the same respect as Caucasian Americans. So,
here we have two families that are suffering because the roots
of this country is strangling this country. Life matters! https://
www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/stephen-mader-police-lawsuit_
us_59134b3fe4b050bdca61b335

Ex-Cop Who Refused To Shoot Young Black Man
Sues City Over His Firing

Peace, until we meet again,
A voice for the people
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We have to do better. We just have to. Make a decision today to
be light wherever there’s darkness. Be an agent of change. Don’t
side with injustice by default. Seek to know what is beyond
your comfort zone. You may be surprised. You may find your
purpose. You may find truth. You may find the peace you desire.
If you do, share it. The world is waiting on you!

Current Events:
CLRT District Stakeholders Meeting April 2nd
@ 2008 City Hall, 10:00 am – 11:30 am
Our Story Project Saturday Academy April 6th and 13th
@ Middle Early College & East High School, 9:00 am – 12:00 pm
CLRT Superintendent Conference Day Training for Special Education
Grades 7 & 8 Teachers April 11th
@ #39, 8:15 am – 3:30 pm
CLRT Superintendent Conference Day Training for ENL
Grades 9-12 Teachers April 11th
@ #18, 8:15 am – 3:30 pm
Our Story Project History Concert with Griot Brandon Brown April 15th
@ McKinley High School Auditorium, 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Our Story Project Instructional Workshop: “The Power of Narrative”
with Griot Brandon Brown April 15th
@ McKinley High School Cafeteria, 2:30pm – 5:30pm
Our Story Project Culmination Ceremony April 16th
@ The Buffalo History Museum, 1 Museum Ct., 5:00 pm – 7:30 pm
Our Story Project Field Excursion to Alabama:
National Memorial for Peace and Justice | Civil Rights Museum | Alabama State University
16th Street Baptist Church | Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma
April 28th – May 1st
Leave from McKinley High School on April 28th, 4:00 am
Return to McKinley High School on May 1st , 1:45am
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